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 Ysgol Y Graig’s 
Journey To Plan 

FOR
The Curriculum 

For Wales 

 



Ysgol Y Graig - ‘Y Graig Sy’n Sylfaen’.
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The School’s Background
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The school stands on the 
outskirts of the market 
town of Llangefni, 
Anglesey. 
The new school building 
opened in 2009. 
The building is purposely 
designed to meet the 
needs of pupils in the 21st 
Century. A school garden, 
enclosed play area for the 
Nursery children with a 
spacious yard and 
playground earmarked for 
the rest of the school. 

We serve the Flying 
Start area and strongly 
believe that we have a 
duty to provide our 
children with 
opportunities and 
experiences that enable 
them to learn about 
their community within 
our local area, and its 
subsequent relationship 
with the wider world.

Inclusion and well-being 
are important to us at Y 
Graig. Regardless of a 
child's background, or 
needs, we are here to 
ensure that we offer 
provision that opens the 
door to a world that is 
exciting and full of 
opportunities.



Our Aim, Ethos And Motto
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● Create a happy and safe environment and atmosphere 
where all learners can grow, develop and mature to become 
a confident individual, who’s aware of the well-being of 
others, and is a responsible member of the society. 

● Give all learners the opportunity to develop to their full 
potential in all aspects of the curriculum. 

● The school’s motto: ‘Y Graig sy’n Sylfaen’.
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School Values

inclusive

Well-being 
and care

independent

respect welshness

confident 
and happy

Y Graig 
sy’n 

Sylfaen



Own a mobile 
phone

School Context
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Other clubs include:
● Basketball
● Tennis
● Drama
● Brownies
● Majorettes
● Horse riding
● Karate
● Kick-boxing

Junior departmentEarly Years

Watch Welsh television 
programs



School Partnerships
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● Parents
● Governors
● School Council
● Eco Council
● Language Charter
● Yr Urdd
● Môn Actif
● Police
● School Nurse
● Barnardos
● Teulu Môn
● Team Around the Family
● Llangefni Schools 

Catchment area
● Ysgol Gyfun Llangefni

● Llyfrgell Llangefni
● Oriel Ynys Môn
● Archives
● Language Centre 
● Sbarduno
● Bangor University
● Coleg Menai
● Plas Arthur Leisure Centre
● Isle of Anglesey 

County Council
● GwE 
● ABC Unit
● Flying Start
● Cyfeillion Agor y Gair
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1 3 5

642

Principles and 
purpose for us 

at Y Graig
The four purposes, 

12 Principles

Progress
and 

Assessments

The importance of Y Graig 
To all of the school’s 

stakeholders

Pedagogy
Including a 
Mindset of 

Growth

Review and 
Appraisal

Ysgol y Graig’s Path Towards The Curriculum



Our Vision And Values
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A word cloud 
that 

encompasses 
what 

Ysgol y Graig 
means to all 

our 
stakeholders.



‘Y Graig Sy’n Sylfaen’- Our Learner’s Voice
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These words 
were 

highlighted 
following the 
sharing of a 

questionnaire 
with the 
pupils.



‘Y Graig Sy’n Sylfaen’ - Our Staff’s Voice
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These words 
were 

highlighted 
following the 
sharing of a 

questionnaire 
with staff.



‘Y Graig Sy’n Sylfaen’ - Our Parents’ Voice
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These words 
were 

highlighted 
following the 
sharing of a 

questionnaire 
with parents/

guardians.



‘Y Graig Sy’n Sylfaen’- Our Governors’ Voice
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These words 
were 

highlighted 
following the 
sharing of a 

questionnaire
with the 

Governors.
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welsh

Welsh is the main medium of the 
school. Through their time in the 
Foundation Phase learners are 
immersed in the Welsh language 
by singing nursery rhymes, 
enriching the spoken language 
through phrases and work using 
Pie Corbett's oral method.
By the top of the school learners 
will be fully bilingual. 
Latecomers may attend the 
island's language centre.
The school has adopted and is 
implementing the Anglesey 
Language Charter guidelines.

Religion, values and ethics

Religion, Values and Ethics is a 
mandatory area within the 
Curriculum for Wales. One of 
the main aspects of this area is 
religion and non-religious 
philosophical conviction. The 
school will aim to develop 
learners into healthy, confident 
individuals with secure values 
and who establish their 
spiritual and principled beliefs. 
The school will ensure activities 
that will develop learners 
spiritually, morally, socially and 
culturally.

Relationships and 
sexuality education

This area is statutory in Wales. 
Parents/guardians do not have 
the right to exclude their 
child(ren) from this education. At 
Ysgol y Graig we will ensure that 
the field is taught within context 
and is fit and appropriate to the 
age of the pupils. Learners learn 
about feelings, healthy 
relationships and how they think 
about themselves.

‘Y Graig Sy’n Sylfaen’ - 
Mandated Elements To The Curriculum

english

At Ysgol y Graig we believe it is 
important to ensure 
opportunities for learners to 
develop into bilingual citizens 
who can communicate 
confidently in both Welsh and 
English. We therefore formally 
introduce English to learners 
when they’re 7 years old. We will 
do this by using English as the 
language medium of the class 
within specific lessons.



‘Y Graig Sy’n Sylfaen’  - The 4 Purposes
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Ambitious, capable learners
● I can concentrate, try my best and set myself 

challenges.
● I can use my knowledge and skills in different 

ways.
● I can ask questions and solve problems.
● I can communicate and explain my ideas.
● I am continually able to improve my work.
● I can understand data and use my mathematical 

skils.
● I get satisfaction from learning and I’m ready 

to learn throughout my life.

Enterprising, creative contributors
● I can use my knowledge and skills to create 

new objects.
● I can persevere and think of different ways 

of solving problems.
● I am curious and can use information to 

help me take risks.
● I can work well as a member of a team.
● I can show my ideas and feeling in a variety 

of ways.
● I am ready to play my full part in my life 

and work. 



‘Y Graig Sy’n Sylfaen’  - The 4 Purposes
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Ambitious, capable learners
● I can develop in confidence and tenacity.
● I understand how to treat others and their 

feelings.
● I understand how to stay healthy whilst enjoying a 

balanced diet and taking part in regular exercise.
● I take part in physical activities.
● I can find out information to keep myself safe.
● I am ready to live life and realise my aspirations 

as a valued member of society.

Enterprising, creative contributors
● I can use information to help me form 

opinions.
● I understand that I have rights and 

responsibilities.
● I understand that what I do can have an 

impact on others.
● I can show that I have knowledge of the 

world around me in the present and past.
● I am ready to be a citizen of Wales and the 

world.



‘Y Graig Sy’n Sylfaen’ - The 12 Principles
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‘Y Graig Sy’n Sylfaen’ - The 12 Principles
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Discussion Friends

ELSA, TIS, Seasons for Growth

Shirley Clarke Pedagogical Methods

Staff Responsibilities

Cross-curricular 
Activities

Peer Assessment

Local and national theme planning

School Motto

Pedagogy

Discussion Friends

Theme-driven 
visits

Connecting with the real world



‘Y Graig Sy’n Sylfaen’ - The 12 Principles
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At the root of the curriculum is pedagogy. As we plan for the curriculum, we will 
consider the most effective pedagogical methods for supporting learners to support 
the four purposes.

As a school we follow Shirley Clarke' principles for assessment for learning, which 
stimulates reflection on their own work and that of their peers. We provide 
opportunities to practise and reinforce cross-curricular skills of literacy, numeracy and 
digital learning.

Through sound pedagogy at Ysgol y Graig, we will develop a positive approach to 
learning, strong metacognitive skills, problem-solving skills and the development of 
the communication skills in a number of ways. In all activities provided, we take 
account of the needs of all our learners. There will be opportunities for indoor learning 
in the classroom and outdoors.
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how?
Activities that challenge our 
learners to ensure a sustained 
effort to meet but are within the 
reach of high expectations. 

Promote different skills in the 
classroom including problem 
solving, creativity, and 
developing them into critically 
minded learners.

Follow Shirley Clarke's 
pedagogical principles.

why?
Develop our learners to
➔ Concentrate
➔ Strive
➔ Improve 
➔ Work together
➔ Think
➔ Imaginative
➔ Persevere

will allow them to be happy, 
healthy and experience 
success in life.

what?
Prepare activities based on The 
6 Areas of Learning, combining 
the cross-curricular skills 
(literacy, Number and Digital).

    ‘Y Graig Sy’n Sylfaen’ - The Curriculum



     ‘Y Graig Sy’n Sylfaen’ - The Curriculum
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     ‘Y Graig Sy’n Sylfaen’ - The Curriculum
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     ‘Y Graig Sy’n Sylfaen’ - The Curriculum
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‘Y Graig Sy’n Sylfaen’- What Matters Statements
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Our themes and planning 
methods
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planning
Our activities are planned 
thematically based on the 
6 Areas of Learning.
We ensure that learners 
have the opportunity to 
practise the 3 
cross-curricular skills 
during the activities.

theme
The Nursery and up to 
Year 1 plan themes 
seasonally.

Year 2 to Year 6 plan 
themes by a term and 
a half.

All classes then plan 
themes within the 
'main theme'

We put the learner’s voice 
at the heart of our 
planning. They will have the 
opportunity to share what 
they already know and to 
formulate questions for 
further learning. We also 
give our parents the 
opportunity to contribute 
to the content 
our theme.

We use a variety of 
methods to record and 
collate ideas. 

Learner’s voice assessment
Learners are given the 
opportunity to assess work 
themselves on the basis of 
the Success Criteria set at 
the beginning of a task.

There are opportunities for 
our learners to assess the 
work of their peers.

Internal assessments are 
conducted in September 
and then in April in Reading 
and Mathematics.

      ‘Y Graig Sy’n Sylfaen’ - Planning
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Y Graig Sy’n Sylfaen - Themes

Y GAEAF /
YR ARTIG

Nursery and Reception classes

FI FY HUN / COCH

Years  1 and 2

Y FFERM

YR ARDD / 
TRYCHFILOD

Y GOFOD

DEINASORIAID

Y MÔR

ARCHWILWYR 
Y 

GYMUNED

GRYFFALO /
Y GOEDWIG

FI FY HUN / 
HUD A 
LLEDRITH

ARCHARWYR /
POBL SY’N 
HELPU

SYPREIS
HANDA
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Years 5 and 6 Classes

THE 60s

WAR AND 
PEACE

CIRCLES

Years 3 and 4 Classes

MY SQUARE MILE

CLEAN 
SLATE

NEAR AND 
FAR

THE 3 Cs

CIRCLES

MARSH, 
RIVER 

AND LAKE

ME 
AND MY 

IMAGINATION

Y Graig Sy’n Sylfaen  - Themes

LEGO & 
MINECRAFT

SPORTS

WALES - 
PEOPLE, PLACES 
AND CULTURE 
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‘Y Graig Sy’n Sylfaen’ - The Voice Of Our Learners
Our different methods for ensuring that the voice of our learners is a core part of 
the planning.
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‘Y Graig Sy’n Sylfaen’ - Schemes Of Work
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  ‘Y Graig Sy’n Sylfaen’ - Assessment
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Internal assessment 
Reading assessments 
using the Swansea, 
Glannau Menai and NARA 
Standard Test - English.

Number Assessments 
using NARA tests

Incerts - Taith 360

Continuous assessment 

Shirley Clarke
Perfect Pink, 
Perfect Purple/correction, 
Yellow Thinking.
Red for peer assessment

Discussion Friends

Pit stops to check learners' 
understanding in class

Interventions with ALN 
learners

Friday Feedback

Incerts - Tour 360

Record and progress of 
intervention for ALN 
learner 

Weekly assessment Yearly assessment 

On Entry Assessment  
for Nursery children

Progress Report for 
parents



The school has been involved in 
the Cefni Catchment project, 
writing a story, and then 
creating a character to 
represent the learning muscles 
that manifest themselves in the 
Four Purposes.

All muscles have their own 
symbol, and are referred to 
during lessons and as learners 
self-assess their tasks.
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‘Y Graig Sy’n Sylfaen’ - Learning Muscle Family
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‘Y Graig Sy’n Sylfaen’ - Growth Mindset
The school has worked 
on establishing an ethos 
of mindset towards 
green thinking. 
Each class has installed 
a Mindset wall which 
reminds learners how to 
maintain a green mind 
by using the learning 
muscles.
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    ‘Y Graig Sy’n Sylfaen’ -The Learning Muscles
Learning muscles are visible in 
class and known to learners as 
they complete a task.
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    ‘Y Graig Sy’n Sylfaen’ -the Learning Muscles
Here are examples of the school's 
methods of the learners 
self-assessing and reflecting on the 
muscles used in completing the 
task.
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www.ysgolygraig.cymru
Ysgol y Graig

‘Y Graig Sy’n Sylfaen’ - The School’s Website
More information 
regarding the 
Curriculum for 
Wales can be 
found on the 
school’s website.

http://www.ysgolygraig.cymru/
http://www.ysgolygraig.cymru/

